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The European Shipbuilding and 
Maritime Technology Industry 

A smart option for you! 
 

European Shipyards, equipment makers and supplying companies can offer you excellent 
career and learning opportunities in an international working environment that will help you 
to develop professionally and personally. 

 
This Booklet provides information about the sector and 25 professional opportunities that you 
can access with a vocational education and training qualification. 
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Figure 1 Meyer Turku Shipyard, Finland 



 

The Shipbuilding and Maritime Technology 
Industry in Europe… 
It is an innovative and advanced manufacturing industry that includes all the phases from the 
research and design to the construction, maintenance and repair of ships and other maritime 
structures. The sector comprises shipyards, system and equipment suppliers and specialised 
service companies. 

 
In Europe there are about 300 shipyards, 8.000 equipment manufacturers and more than 22.000 
suppliers which provide more than 1 million jobs and look forward to employing new people to 
cope with the challenges of digitalisation and greening of the industry and maritime transport. 

 

European shipyards build and maintain the most high-tech vessels and platforms in the global 
market: cruise ships, ferries, offshore vessels and platforms, fishing vessels, dredgers, research 
vessels, mega-yachts, naval ships, submarines, aircraft carriers, etc. 

Maritime equipment and system suppliers develop the technologies and equipment required for 
the operation of ships: propulsion, navigation, cargo handling, drilling, surveillance equipment etc. 
These companies also provide solutions for a broader range of maritime activities such as offshore 
energy generation (marine energies, offshore wind, electric substations, etc). 

 

In the coming years the industry will design and build the green and digital vessels of the future: 
zero-emission ships, smart, connected and automated. 

Figure 2 Kongsberg Digital Connectivity Marine 
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The maritime technology industry sells its products and provides services globally, therefore it 
offers an international and multicultural environment that can offer you the possibility of 
travelling in Europe and around the world. 

There are many different markets within the maritime technology industry where you can find 
a job. Some companies are specialised in a certain product or activity and some are dedicated to 
various activities. 

   Building new ships, like cruise ships, ferries, offshore vessels, fishing ships, dredgers, ocean- 

research ships, ice breakers, etc 

   Repairing, maintaining and retrofitting of all type of existing ships. These are in charge of 

repairing ships, incorporating new technologies (like new engines) or transforming the ships 

to be used for a new purpose. 

   Building and repairing offshore platforms, wind farms, and other ocean energy structures 

   Building and repairing military (also called “naval ships”) ships like corvettes, submarines, 

etc. 

   Building and repairing luxury Mega-yachts 

   Developing, building and repairing maritime equipment, technologies and systems for their 

use in all the above-mentioned markets. 
 

Figure 3 Service Operation Vessel, Submarine, Cruise ship, Mega-Yacht (Source: Zamakona Yards, Fincantieri, Meyer Werft, 
Fincantieri) 

 

The industry has a strong supply chain spread all around Europe and sells its products all around the 
world. Therefore, it is very common to work with people from different countries and you can 
have the opportunity of travelling in Europe and abroad. 
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About Ships 
European ships are very complex and 
innovative structures. They are the largest 
self-sufficient and mobile structures that 
are built. 

They are unique prototypes, each of them 
built according to specific needs and the 
latest technologies. 

The time needed to build one ships ranges 
between 24 and 36 months! 

To build or repair a ship, hundreds (or 
thousands) of workers and specialities need 
to work in a coordinated way 

 

About the work 
Many kinds of workers are employed in the 
shipbuilding industry including different 
technicians, engineers and designers. 

• Naval architects provide the design for a 
ship's hull. They draw up plans for a safe ship 
that will move easily and economically 
through the water. They also plan space for 
cargo, living quarters, and machinery. 

• Marine engineers design the machinery that 
will run a ship. 

• Designers prepare detailed drawings that 
give exact measurements and specifications 
for all the ship's parts. 

Once the plans have been drawn up, they must 
be translated into the actual parts of the ship. In 
some smaller shipyards, loft workers make life- 
sized patterns of each part of the ship to be built. 
Special automatic equipment is used to cut and 
burn the metal into the required shape and size. 
Most metal parts of a ship are made in the 
various workshops at the  shipyard. 

•  Welders join the metal parts into sections 
that are ready to be used in the hull of the 
ship. 

• Construction supervisors oversee much of 
the work involved in assembling a ship. Most 
workers involved in putting the ship 
together are skilled craft workers. 
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• The hull is assembled on a ramp, known 
as the ways, which is built by shipwrights. 
The way is a platform that slopes down to 
the edge of the water. 

• Workers in the shipbuilding industry do 
not only build ships but also outfit them 
and repair them. In fact, most skilled 
workers in the industry are specialists in 
their particular trade. 

• Crane Operators and Riggers lift huge 
plates and sections into place to form the 
hull, which is built up and out from the 
keel of the ship. The sections are then 
fastened together temporarily. Fitters 
then check to see that each section has 
been put in its place correctly. 

• Fitters are one of the largest groups of 
workers in the shipbuilding industry. They 
also make patterns or moulds for parts 
right on board the ship. 

• Welders and other metalworkers do the 
final fastening of all the parts. Welding is 
important in shipbuilding because most 
ships are joined together by welding 
rather than by riveting. 

• Pipe Designers, Pipefitters, and 
Boilermakers are among the most 
demanded skilled workers in the industry. 

• Shipwrights, Electricians, Electronics 
Technicians, Painters, and Mechanics 
help to outfit the ship. They build 
kitchens, bunks, and closets and install 
lights, heating systems, radar equipment, 
and many other items. Once the ship is 
outfitted, it is ready to sail. 

The possibilities to find a job 
according to your preferences and 
skills are high since there is a large 
variety of jobs and opportunities. 
At European shipyards you will surely 
have the opportunity to upskill and reskill 
since most companies offer training 
courses and apprenticeship for adquiring 
new skills and knowledge. 
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Working Environment 
Working environment vary with the job. 
Professional and technical workers, 
designers and others spend much of their 
time in offices. 

 

Most of the production work is carried out in 
the workshops of the shipyards and onboard 
the ship once all the parts of the hull 
structure are already assembled. 

 

Quality standards at European shipyards are 
very high, also the health and safety 
measures and regulations. Therefore, tasks 
need to be performed accordingly. 

 

The safety and seaworthiness of each ship 
depends on the skills and professionality of 
the teams who work on them. 

 
Large parts of the production process are 
quite automated nowadays and require 
skilled workers who are able to operate 
specific technologies and tools. In order to 
increase competitiveness and keep global 
leadership in strategic areas, companies 
have widely implemented new technologies 
and processes in their workshops. 

 
 

 
Figure 4 Indreg Montage MAM. Source Gican 

 
Figure 5 Meyer Werft 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6 Rauma Shipyard 

 
 

 
Figure 7 Arctech Helsinki Shipard 
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4.0 Technologies and Digitalisation 

 

The Digital Twin is a virtual replica of a shipyard, a vessel, or a piece of 

equipment that simulates the behaviour of its real counterpart in order to monitor 
and analyse its operations. The digital twins receive data from the real assets, and 
these are analysed to improve efficiency and anticipate repair and maintenance 
needs for instance. 

 
Figure 8 Naval Group and Meyer Werft 

 

The progressive implementation of 
emergent technologies in workshops and 
offices all around Europe is giving rise to 
Shipyards 4.0 and Smart Factories, 
characterized by the use of sophisticated 
equipment, tools and programs which 
facilitate a higher degree of efficiency and 
quality in the design, building and repair 

process, increasing safety levels and helping 
to better protect the environment. 

4.0 Technologies impacting 
the industry: 

 
▪ Digitalisation 

▪ Cybersecurity 

▪ Additive Manufacturing 

▪ Automation 

▪ Robotisation 

▪ Internet of Things 

▪ Big Data 

▪ Virtual and Augmented Reality 
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Social development 
Relevance of the Transversal skills 

 

In addition to the technical skills required for 
each job, a series of transversal or soft skills are 
increasingly essential for companies and 
workers: 

• How you communicate with your 

colleagues and managers 

• Speaking a second language, especially 

English, is very important to communicate 

with other colleagues as you might work 

in a multicultural environment with 

people from other countries 

• You have to be good at working as a team 

but showing autonomy when you need to 

make decisions and solve problems 

• Be creative and show that you are 

committed to achieve the goals you work 

for 

In short, having a correct behaviour, with 
positive attitudes and ethical codes can help 
you not only in your profession but also in 
your social and personal life. 

EU shipyards and equipment makers share the objectives of 
the European Green Deal and are committed to improve 
environmental protection by: 

• Making more efficient use of energy and promoting 

renewable energies 

• Reducing waste: noises, gases, particles, and promoting 

Circular Economy. 

• Develop, build and convert green, zero-emission ships and 

technologies 

The EU 
Green 
Deal 
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Guidance 
If you are looking for job in the 

sector you can visit the websites of 
European shipyards and equipment 
makers where you will find job offers 
that can be of your interest. Most 
companies have information on 
vacancies, access conditions and 
prospects for a professional career in the 
company. 

 

You can also visit the Online Job 
Agencies, in checking sections dedicated 
to the Shipbuilding, Ship-Repair and 
Conversion or maritime technology is 
common to find up-to-date job offers. 

 
Write and send a good CV to apply for 
the offer that attracts you the most and 
get ready to pass a job interview when 
requested! 

 

 

Further information 
If you lack the training required for the 
job that suits you, analyse the possibility 
of going into an Apprenticeship 
programme. Many companies offer this 
modality to their future workers. 

 
Looking ahead, consider that much of 
the training offer will consist of short 
periods of training, microcredits, which 
increase the possibilities of accessing the 
labour market more quickly. 

 
You will have to learn to manage your 
Individual Learning Account to record 
the skills you acquire. You will be able to 
manage your own professional career 
successfully. 
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Onsite and Online Training 
To acquire the skills you need for working as a professional in the shipbuilding and maritime 
technology industry you can attend the courses offered onsite by Vocational Education and 
Training Centres and shipyards all over Europe. Mainly those centres are close to places where 
shipbuilding or repair activities are located, by the seaside or on the banks of some big rivers. 

 

Mayor European Shipyards and technology providers offer in-house training to potential 
candidates. 

 

Online training can also be available for you. For example: 
 
▪ https://maritimetrainingacademy.com/all-courses/shipbuilding-and-ship-repair/ 

▪ https://www.lr.org/en/training/ship-new-construction/ 

 

Figure 9 Source: Wartsila 

https://maritimetrainingacademy.com/all-courses/shipbuilding-and-ship-repair/
https://www.lr.org/en/training/ship-new-construction/
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VET Profiles in Shipbuilding 
This selection of VET Profiles act at different phases 

of the shipbuilding process: 
Design, procurement, fabrication, repair and 

maintenance, supervising or supporting. 
You can access all of them with a VET Qualification 

     

Boilermaker welder Pipefitter Pipe Designer Naval 
Designer 

     

Naval Painter Naval Mechanic Naval 
Electrician 

Naval Electronics AM Mechanic 

     

Cybersecurity 
Expert 

Shipwright Naval Fitter Maintenance 
Mechanic 

Maintenance 
Electrician 

     

Maintenance 
Welder 

Supervisor WBL Mentor Underwater 
Technician 

Offshore 
Technician 

   
 

 

Mechatronic IoT Technician Big Data Expert Cloud Computing 

Expert 
Virtual Reality 

Expert 

Check the description of each profile to see the one that 
best suits your characteristics 
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Boilermaker 
   SBP01   
 Boilermakers are involved in the construction of a ship. They are responsible for 

cutting and shaping the parts that will constitute the main elements of the 
construction. Boilermakers shape sheets according to the technical specification, 
plans or diagrams entrusted to him. They are involved in tracing, cutting and 

shaping, as well as assembly. 

 
EU Level 5 

 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 

Calderero ▪ Producing graphics of mechanically manufactured products and using CAD. 

▪ Designing metallic structures and pipe elements. 
▪ Establishing processes for machining, cutting, forming processes, joining and 

assembling. 
▪ Arranging the supply of resources for the manufacturing process. 
▪ Organising the manufacturing processes execution. 
▪ Setting up and operating machines, equipment & automatic systems for 

machining, cutting & forming. 

▪ Organising the execution of join and assembly. 
▪ Preparing and operating machines, equipment, systems and tools for joining 

& assembly. 
▪ Controlling the production requirements and supervising the production 

plans. 
▪ Elaborating maintenance plans. 

Chaudronier 

Kesselschmied 

Painekattilan valmistaja 

Ketelbouwer 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 

▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data for conclusions and decision taking 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 
▪ Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 

 
This professional 

▪ Following safety precautions in work 
practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations 

▪ Reading comprehensively 
▪ Supporting cultural diversity and gender 

equality 
▪ Meeting commitments and working 

efficiently 
▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Working in teams and supporting 

others. 
▪ Thinking creatively 
▪ Problem solving with digital tools 

▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 
consumption 

▪ Reducing Oxide and other hazardous 
air pollutants 

▪ Preventing emissions of particles when 
generating combustion 

▪ Protecting seawater quality by 
retaining solids 

▪ Managing refuses when cutting and 
shaping metals 

▪ Favouring the recycling of metallic 
waste 

▪ Supporting circular Economy 

figure works in 
workshops 

dedicated to build, 
repair, maintain and 

convert ships and 
offshore structures 

THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you like construct, assemble, maintain, repair metal structures and pipelines 

using your hands, power and digital tools, and if you are ready to accept and learn 
innovative processes. 
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Welder 
CODE    SBP02  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Welders design, cut, and permanently join metal parts together through the 
application of appropriate welding processes such as MIG, TIG, and electric arc 
welding, planning, programming and controlling their production ensuring the 
quality of the product. 

 

EU Level 4 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He or She evidences skills for: 

Soldador 

Soudeur 

Schweißtechnik 

Hitsaaja 

Lasser 

▪ Performing welding and thermal projections by oxygen. 
▪ Performing electric arc welding with coated electrode. 
▪ Performing arc welding under protective gas with non-consumable electrode 

(TIG). 
▪ Performing arc welding under protective gas with consumable electrode 

(MIG, MAG) and thermal projections with arc. 
▪ Tracing and cutting of sheets and profiles. 
▪ Machining and forming of sheets and profiles. 

▪ Assembling and install building elements and structures and metal joinery. 
▪ Pipe tracing and machining. 
▪ Forming and assembling pipe. 

Assembling pipe installations 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to decision taking 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 

▪ Distinguishing the limits of the algorithm 
▪ Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 

 
This professional 
figure works in 

workshops at the 
shipyard dedicated to 
join pieces of metals 

together. 

▪ Commitments to working safely. 
▪ Applying quality standards and 

complying with regulations 
▪ Attention to detail and care in all 

undertakings 
▪ Diligence and accuracy in the 

performance of the entrusted duties 
▪ Working in teams and organising own 

work independently Willingness to 
learn new concepts 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Behaving according to ethical code of 
conduct 

▪ Thinking creatively 
▪ Problem solving with digital tools 

▪ Consuming energy in a 
balanced way 

▪ Reducing hazardous air 
pollutants when working on 
metal treatment 

▪ Protecting seawater by 
retaining solids and cleaning 
the traces of polluting 
products 

▪ Facilitating the recycling of 
solid metals waste 

▪ Supporting circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy putting things together and working with different metals and 

welding processes, and if you have good hand-eye coordination and steady hands 
. 
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Pipe Fitter 
CODE    SBP03  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Pipe Fitters carry out operations of elaboration, assembly and mounting of pipes, 
accessories and elements incorporated, as well as basic joining operations, 
following established procedures, interpreting plans and technical documentation, 
attending and respecting at all times the quality, environmental and occupational 
risk prevention standard. 

 
EU Level 3 

 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Tubero 

Tuyauteur 

Rohrschlosser 

Putkityöntekijä 

Monter Rurociągów 

• Preparing the machines for manufacturing pipe sections. 

• Tracing the developments of various geometric shapes and intersections in 
pipes. 

• Operating the cutting and machining equipment. 

• Analysing the technical and process information used in pipe manufacturing 

• Preparing machines and equipment for forming and assembling pipes. 

• Operating with forming and bending equipment and means. 

• Performing the operations of support assembly, alignment, positioning and 
Piping assembly. 

• Joining sections of pipe of different materials by means of basic welding. 

• Carrying out structural resistance and water tightness tests on pipes. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking 

phase 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 
▪ Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 
 
 

 
This professional figure 

develops his professional 
activity in the production 

area, dedicated to the 
manufacture and assembly 
of ship pipping structures. 

▪ Following safety rules in the working 
environment. 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality. 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
accuracy in the performance of 
entrusted tasks. 

▪ Expressing ideas concisely and clearly 
both oral and in writing. 

▪ Demonstrate willingness to learn. 
▪ Showing commitment and flexibility 
▪ Being a team-player and interacting 

with others. 
▪ Adapting, interpreting and problem 

solving. 
▪ Positive committed and with good 

work ethic. 

▪ Avoiding consuming energy 
unnecessarily. 

▪ Decreasing the emissions of pollutants 
and particles when manufacturing and 
installing pipe systems. 

▪ Being protective of seawater quality 
when installing ship machinery. 

▪ Paying attention to the refuses and 
facilitate its recycling. 

▪ Favouring Circular Economy. 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you like physical active work, are mechanically inclined and enjoy working with 

different metals, and if you are good at remembering codes and regulations. 
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Naval Pipe Designer 
CODE    SBP04  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Naval Pipe Designers are responsible for the system designs and the technical 
documentation of piping installations, starting from preliminary projects and basic 
engineering instructions, complying with the required regulations. 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
 

Diseñador de tuberías 
navales 

 
Concepteur de 
canalisations navales 

 

Naval Pipe Designer 
 

Merivoimien putkien 
suunnittelija 

 
Naval Pipe Designer 

• Analysing the technical documentation to elaborate the piping diagrams. 

• Determining the piping, valves, accessories and their materials to establish the 
installation components. 

• Calculating the dimensions of pipes to support loads and flow. 

• Designing the automation of industrial pipeline installations to establish the 
conditions and the operating cycle. 

• Designing general provisions, sets and details of pipes, necessary for the 
installation. 

• Drawing isometrics for the manufacture and assembly of the piping system. 

• Preparing the specifications for cutting, forming and machining for the 
manufacture of pipes 

• Preparing test plan for the verification of the pipe installation. 

• Producing the manufacturing drawings of construction elements. 

• Making 2D and 3D mechanical manufacturing product drawings on computers 
with a CADCAM program. 

• Representing automation, pneumatic, hydraulic and electrical circuit 
diagrams. 
Developing CNC programs, for the manufacture of mechanical manufacturing 
products. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 

 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking 
phase 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 

• Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

• Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 
• Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

DIGITAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 

This professional figure 
develops its professional 

activity in a computer 
workstation. This role uses 
standard office equipment. 

▪ Complying with quality and 
occupational and environmental risk 
prevention standards. 

▪ Favouring cultural diversity and gender 
equality 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 

▪ Problem-solving 
▪ Thinking creatively when designing. 
▪ Working in multidisciplinary design 

teams. 

▪ Saving energy at work regularly 
 
▪ Managing refuses in the office 

 

▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
 
▪ Promoting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy drawing pipping installations and are good with 3D-CAD drawing. 
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Naval Designer 
CODE    SBP05  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Design and prepare the technical documentation for the construction and repair of 
the vessel, based on preliminary projects and basic engineering instructions, 
complying with the specifications, regulations and quality standards, occupational 
risk prevention and environmental protection. 

 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Diseñador naval 

Concepteur naval 

Schiffsentwurfsingenieur 

Laivasuunnittelija 

Scheepsbouwkundig 
ontwerper 

• Preparing drawings and providing information on the structures. 

• Using 2D design and modelling computer applications. 

• Determining the necessary materials for the manufacture, assembly and repair of 
naval structures 

• Programming of automatic CNC and robot machines. 

• Developing and calculating the manoeuvres of the ship, elements, blocks, machinery. 

• Preparing the assembly and detail plans for the definition of block transfer and turning 
and launching manoeuvres, anchoring, mooring and towing and grounding 
manoeuvres. 

• Developing construction plans for elaboration and assembly of equipment elements. 

• Preparing 3D models and defining and positioning the equipment and machinery for 
their placement. 

• Developing the construction plans for the elaboration and assembly of the equipment 
elements 

• Establishing the materials and order of assembly of the equipment 

• Drawing with conventional or computerized means, the manufacturing plans of 
elements, previous, blocks, or others. And the plans of the different manoeuvres in 
naval construction and repair. 

• Representing «diagrams» of pneumatic and hydraulic circuits to define of the 
installation. 
Representing the position of the equipment of a ship, for its placement. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking phase 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer assets for which they have been designed 
▪ Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 
▪ Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 

 
This professional figure 

develops its professional 
activity in the area of basic 

engineering, being located at 
the Technical Office. 

▪ Complying with quality and 
occupational and environmental risk 
prevention standards. 

▪ Favouring cultural diversity and gender 
equality 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Problem-solving 
▪ Thinking creatively when designing. 
▪ Working in multidisciplinary design 

teams. 

▪ Saving energy at work regularly 
 

▪ Managing refuses in the office 
 

▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
 

▪ Promoting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you have highly developed spatial insight and work very accurately, and if you 

like working with 3D-CAD software. 
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Painter 
CODE    SBP06  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

Painters in shipbuilding industry is a finishing specialist. They apply coatings and 
ensures the sanding, colouring and polishing of vessels. EU Level 2 

 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 

Aplicador naval 

Paintre 

Maler 

Maalari 

Schilder 

• Matching paint types and its uses in shipbuilding 

• Distinguishing the paint application systems, methods and instruments. 

• Distinguishing ingredients in paint: pigment, vehicle and solvent 

• Priming steel sheets 

• Executing the air or water driven sandblasting 

• Cleaning surfaces with hand tools, sanding, brushing, solvent cleaning or other 
techniques. 

• Pulverizing surfaces. Blasting surfaces with air-powered sandblasting method. 

• Explaining the types of paintings needed for each area of the ship. 

• Analysing variables on selecting paints 

• Applying paint using airless paint spraying equipment from access decks. 

• Handling the anti-corrosion and anti-incrustation paints. 

• Using portable abrasive blasting and painting equipment 

• Fixing the details of the final painting of the ship. 

• Mixing paint by hand or mechanically 

Repainting the areas damaged by welding work, repairs, equipment carried out on 
board and executing the finishing touches on the blocks 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
  

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 

▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking phase 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 
▪ Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This professional figure 
develops its activity in 

covered or outdoor 
workshops in shipyards or on 

board the ship. 

▪ Following prescribed safety rules 
and regulations 

▪ Meeting productivity goals and 
quality standards as set by 
management 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Performing tasks under stressful or 
hazardous conditions 

▪ Maintaining a positive and 
respectful attitude and conducting 
with integrity 

▪ Showing commitment to the 
company values 

▪ Working as a member of a team and 
being able to cooperate with other 
department personnel 

▪ Being environmentally aware 
▪ Consuming energy in an efficient manner 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles when 

sandblasting, sanding, grinding and 
polishing. 

▪ Using paint solvents being aware of the 
need for reducing emissions of particles. 

▪ Protecting seawater quality by retaining 
solids and liquids 

▪ Managing refuses when cleaning and 
coating: paint, flammable solvents, and 
toxic abrasion powders. 

▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
generated during the sandblasting and 
painting tasks. 

▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you have manual dexterity, an aesthetic sense, if you have enjoy working on 

surface treatment and coating processes. 
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Naval Mechanic 
CODE    SBP07  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Marine Mechanics are in charge of the engines and mechanical parts of the vessel and 
replace defective equipment and parts. They communicate with other crew members on the 
operational level. Marine Mechanics maintain and repair the engines and the other 
machinery of vessels such as boilers, generators and electrical equipment 

EU Level 4 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 

Mecánico naval 

Mécanicien Naval 

Schiffsmechaniker 

Telakan mekaanikko 

Scheepsmonteur 

• Determining the kind of tools and equipment needed to do a job 
• Using metalworking machinery 
• Fixing, aligning, setting up, adjusting machines, devices, moving parts and 

equipment. 
• Operating hand tools, grinders, wrenches, flushing equipment. 
• Watching gauges, dials, indicators to make sure a machine is working 

properly. 
• Using either control mechanisms or direct physical activity to operate 

machines. 

• Identifying the nature of problems. Evaluating engine performance 
• Conducting tests to determine whether equipment is operating as expected 
• Using measuring devices and test equipment such as alignment scopes, 

transits, strobe tachometers, flow meters, hydrostatic testers, or vibration 
analysers 

• Performing routine maintenance. Determining what kind of maintenance is 
needed 

• Disassembling defective equipment or engine. Replacing the defective parts 
Reassembling equipment. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 • Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 
• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking phase 
• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
• Transferring data into abstract concepts 
• Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
• Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 

This professional 
figure works in 

workshops dedicated 
to build, repair, 

maintain and convert 
ships and offshore 

structures 

▪ Applying strict safety regulation and 
quality standards in the working 
environment. 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Commitment, flexibility and ability to 
work under pressure 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Positive attitude and willingness to 

learn 
▪ Excellent interpersonal and 

collaborative skills while working both 
independently and within a team 
context 

▪ Managing time and making decision 
▪ Develop strategies to solve problems. 

▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 
consumption 

▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles when 

working with metals 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses when cutting and 

shaping metals 
▪ Favouring the recycling of metallic 

waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy working in the field of assembling and maintaining technical 

equipment in a shipyard or on-board vessels. 
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Naval Electrician 
CODE    SBP08  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Marine Electricians install, maintain and repair electrical and electronic systems in 
vessels such as air conditioning systems, lamps, radios, heating systems, batteries, 
electrical wiring and alternators. 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Electrecista naval 

Électricien 

Schiffselektriker 

Sähköasentaja 

Elektriciën 

• Determining the layout and installation of electrical equipment. 

• Interpreting wiring diagrams and wire colours 
• Installing receptacles, switch boxes, feeders, coaxial cable assemblies, lighting 

fixtures. 
• Using basic electrician hand tools 
• Climbing vertical and inclined stairs and ladders and work in confined spaces 
• Mounting electrical equipment and wireways. 
• Installing cable penetrations in equipment, bulkheads, and decks, cable 

installation, cable terminations, and cut-in and hook-up. 

• Using power construction equipment, measuring devices and power tools. 
• Using testing devices like ohmmeters, voltmeters, or oscilloscopes. 
• Using equipment and hand tools to find the reason for malfunctioning. 
• Troubleshooting electrical equipment and circuits using appropriate 

equipment 
• Detecting and effecting required maintenance, repairs, or replacement 

requirements. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 • Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking phase 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 

• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 

• Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

• Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 

 
This professional 

figure works indoor 
and outdoor, and 

some times, in 
confined spaces. 

▪ Following safety precautions in work 
practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations, 
demonstrating attention to detail 

▪ Supporting gender equality 
▪ Meeting commitments and working 

efficiently 
▪ Learning new practices, techniques and 

applications 
▪ Being involved, driven and 

motivational. 
▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Work as a member of a team, 

demonstrating skills to adapt, interpret 
and problem solve. 

▪ Troubleshooting 
▪ Thinking creatively 

▪ Favouring energy saving practices 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants and 

preventing emissions of particles 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses when cutting and 

shaping cables 
▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 

generated at work 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy building vessels, installing electrical components. 
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Naval Electronic 
CODE    SBP09  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Marine Electronics Technicians lay out, install and repair electronic systems and 
equipment in vessels. They assemble electronic components and wiring according 
to blueprints and assembly drawings. 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Electrónico naval • Operating and using soldering tools. Appling and working with a variety of 

techniques in the process of soldering. 

• Creating subassemblies or finished products. 

• Assembling electronic components and electronic circuits. 

• Recommending changes in circuitry or installation specifications to simplify 
assembly. 

• Making diagnosis and troubleshooting all forms of electronic marine 
equipment. 

• Providing creative solutions to complex installation problems. 

• Diagnosing defects using oscilloscopes, signal generators, ammeters, and 
voltmeters. 

• Checking system parameters against reference values. 

• Interpreting technical information for electronic repair work. 
• Using diagnostic tools for electronic repairs. 

Technicien Électronicien 

Eletrotechniker 

Sähköteknikko 

Elektrotechnicus 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking 
phase 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 

• Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

• Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 
• Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 

 
This professional 

▪ Following safety precautions at 
work 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations. 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity 
▪ Developing specific goals and plans 

to organize and accomplish work. 

▪ Learning new practices 
▪ Establishing interpersonal 

relationships 
▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Work as a member of a team, 

assisting and caring for others 
▪ Problem solving 
▪ Thinking creatively and designing or 

creating new applications 

▪ Favouring energy saving practices 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 

and preventing emissions of 
particles 

▪ Protecting seawater quality by 
retaining solids 

▪ Managing refuses when cutting 
and shaping cables 

▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
generated at work 

▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

figure works on 
vessels, in and out of 

the water. 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy assembling electronic components and electronic circuits. 
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Additive Manufacturing Mechanic 
CODE    SBP10  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Additive Manufacturing Mechanics provide rapid, innovative and affordable 
 

5 
 engineering solutions   and   prototype   fabrication    that   demonstrate   new 

EU Level technologies and capabilities, elaborating prototypes, models and pieces using 
 different additive manufacturing technologies. 

 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Mecánico de Manufactura 
Aditiva 

 

Mécanicien de fabrication 
additive 

 

Mechaniker für additive 
Fertigung 

 
Lisäaineiden 
valmistusmekanismi 

 

Monteur voor additieve 
fabricage 

▪ Choosing the AM materials and processes. 
▪ Designing the supports and selecting the right process. 
▪ Building the piece. 
▪ Selecting the material depending on the requirements of the piece. 

▪ Preparing and loading the filament of raw material to the 3D printer. 
▪ Levelling processes in the 3D Printer bed. 
▪ Loading the CNC program. 
▪ Cleaning and adjustment procedure of the input device. 

▪ Preparing the contribution of material: powder packaging, storage conditions. 
▪ Assembling and mooring the support plate or the workpiece on the machine. 
▪ Dimensional and geometric measurement Procedures. Adequacy of the piece. 
▪ Developing the metallography test and detecting and assessing defectology 

on each AM process. 
▪ Managing the use and (dis)assembly of parts of the printing machine: doing 

the cleaning process and/or replacement of the parts. 
▪ Managing the use and (dis)assemble parts of the printing machine. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and decision taking phases 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 

▪ Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 
 

This profession is 
practiced in 
shipyards, in 

workshops and on- 
board vessels. 

▪ Applying strict safety regulation 
and quality standards. 

▪ Supporting diversity and gender 
equality 

▪ Commitment, flexibility and ability 
to work under pressure 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Willingness to learn 
▪ Excellent collaborative skills while 

working within a team 

▪ Independent troubleshooting 
▪ Managing time and making 

decision 
▪ Develop strategies to solve 

problems 

▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 
consumption 

▪ Preventing emissions of particles 
when working with 3D Printers 

▪ Managing refuses when cutting 
and shaping metals 

▪ Favouring the recycling of metallic 
waste after printing 

▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy mechanics and experimenting with new additive manufacturing 

technologies. 
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Cybersecurity Expert 
CODE    SBP11  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Cybersecurity Experts ensure the security of systems and applications through the 
design of code in a secure manner, the use of active security tools and 
methodologies and forensic investigation, identifying vulnerabilities and threats 
and defining strategic cybersecurity plans. 

 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Experto en Ciberseguridad 

Expert en Cybersécurité 

Experte für Cybersicherheit 

Kyberturvallisuuden 
asiantuntija 

 

Cybersecurity-expert 

• Applying cybersecurity standards and regulations. 

• Verifying the alignment of the systems 
• Preparing cybersecurity reports on the systems by evaluating the 

security elements deployed 

• Identifying vulnerabilities and establishing network device 
configuration 

• Integrating physical, operational and cybersecurity standards and 
procedures. 

• Generating safe environments, supervising and applying the 
procedures. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 

 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to a decision taking phase 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 

• Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 

• Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

• Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 

• Avoiding unauthorised persons to use the systems under his/her responsibility 

• Applying the protocol for cyber incidents of the company 
• Using appropriate form, channels and pathways to report cyber incidents 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 

 
This work is likely to 
be office-based and 
you will typically be 
using a computer for 
extended periods of 

time. 

▪ Following safety precautions in work 
practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Meeting commitments and working 
efficiently 

▪ Being involved, driven and 
motivational. 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Working in teams, communicating 

and interacting with others 
▪ Problem solving. 

▪ Environmentally aware 
▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 

consumption 
▪ Reducing hazardous air 

pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses 
▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you feel comfortable working with ICTs and enjoy installing and improving 

cybersecurity standards on networks. 
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Shipwright 
CODE    SBP12  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Shipwrights build and repair naval vessels. They use hand and power tools to 
construct cradles and slipways for the ship’s construction, transportation, launching  
and slipping. Depending on the vessels, they might work with different materials 
such as metal, wood, fibreglass, aluminium etc. 

 

EU Level 4 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Shipwright 

Charpentier 

Schiffbauer 

Laivanrakentaja 

Scheepsmetaalbewerker 

• Comprehending standard blueprints, machine, process drawings and plans. 
• Interpreting naval architecture and design drawings 
• Producing templates and patterns for fabrication and cutting. 
• Constructing multi-shaped moulds and structures 
• Operating precision measuring equipment 
• Positioning sections accurately prior to permanent fastening 
• Marking reference points on building docks to maintain alignment of the 

vessel. Operating handheld riveting equipment 

• Creating subassemblies or finished products. 
• Cutting metal products. Manipulating wood 
• Using welding equipment. Using of all power tools, table saws, band saws, 

jointers, planers etc. Using of all hand tools. 
• Determining repair requirements and procedures. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 

 

 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
• Collaborating with virtual team members 
• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking 

phase 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
• Transferring data into abstract concepts 
• Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
• Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 

Shipwrights are 
employed in areas 

around the 
waterfront such as 
shipyards, ports. 

▪ Applying strict safety regulation 
and quality standards in the 
working environment. 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Commitment, flexibility and ability 
to work under pressure 

▪ Reliable, honest and punctual 
▪ Positive attitude and willingness to 

learn 
▪ Working effectively as part of a 

team and/or independently 
▪ Influencing and time management 
▪ Good problem-solving 

▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 
consumption 

▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 

when working with metals 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses when cutting 

and shaping metals 
▪ Favouring the recycling of metallic 

waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy working on propulsion, steering, hydraulic, fuel, pipping systems and 

plumbing. 
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Fitter 
CODE    SBP13  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Naval Fitters work primarily in fabrication, subassembly, assembly and final 
erection of all structural components on marine vessels, to include but not limited 
to: hulls, superstructures, masts, pilot house, and engine rooms. 

EU Level 4 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Ajustador ▪ Executing and monitoring manufacturing processes and equipment. 

▪ Setting up manufacturing processes and equipment on wooden, plastic and 
other materials 

▪ Manipulating the properties, shape and size of metal. 
▪ Operating cutting and measuring instruments in order to cut/shape pieces of 

metal. 
▪ Using equipment such as drill presses and engine lathes. 
▪ Operating a semi-automated, semi-manual drill press to drill holes in a work 

piece 

▪ Applying sealants and running tightness test. Applying polishing lubricants. 
▪ Working with metal and iron materials in order to assemble individual pieces 

or structures. 
▪ Assembling and installing equipment, electrical components and units on 

board the ship. 
▪ Completing and installing structures, frames and housings from various 

materials. 
▪ Inspecting the quality of products. 
▪ Performing repair works on the hull of vessels. 

Appareilleur 

Anlagenmechaniker 

Asentaja 

Fitter 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 

▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 
▪ Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

DIGITAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 

 
This professional 

▪ Following safety rules at work 
▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 

gender equality 
▪ Applying quality standards and 

accuracy in the performance of 
entrusted tasks 

▪ Expressing ideas concisely and clearly 
both oral and in writing 

▪ Demonstrate willingness to learn. 
▪ Showing commitment and flexibility 
▪ Being a team-player 
▪ Adapting, interpreting and problem 

solving 
▪ Positive committed and with good work 

ethic 

▪ Avoiding consuming energy 
unnecessarily 

▪ Decreasing the emissions of pollutants 
and particles when manufacturing and 
installing pipe systems 

▪ Being protective of seawater quality 
when installing ship machinery 

▪ Paying attention to the refuses and 
facilitate its recycling, 

▪ Favouring Circular Economy 

figure works inside 
and outdoors in 
manufacturing 
environment. 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you feel at ease working in a metal shop or in carpentry shaping pieces of metal 

with other team colleagues. 
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Naval Maintenance Mechanic 
CODE    SBP14  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 The Naval Maintenance Mechanic organizes and supervises the maintenance work 
of a propulsion plant, auxiliary machinery and services of a vessel, organizes the 
maintenance service and assembly of these elements in vessels on land, defining 
resources, leading teams and organizing and performing the machine guards. 

 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Técnico de Mantenimiento 

 

Technicien d'entretien et de 
réparation 

 

Wartungs- und 
Reparaturtechniker 

 
Huolto- ja korjausteknikko 

 
Onderhouds- en 
reparatiemonteur 

• Organizing the maintenance of the propulsion plant and the auxiliary 
machinery of vessels. 

• Organizing the dry maintenance of vessels and the assembly of the thermal 
engines 

• Programming and maintaining hydraulic and pneumatic automatisms on 
vessels 

• Organizing the maintenance and assembly of installations and electrical 
systems of vessels 

• Organizing the maintenance and assembly of refrigeration facilities and air 
conditioning systems of vessels 

• Planning the maintenance of vessel machinery 

• Organizing the machine guard 
• Controlling emergencies and organizing health care on board 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking 
phase 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 

• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 

• Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 

 
This professional 

carries out his 
activity in shipyards, 

dedicated to the 
repair and maintain 

vessels. 

▪ Applying strict safety regulation and 
quality standards in the working 
environment. 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Commitment, flexibility and ability to 
work under pressure 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Positive attitude and willingness to 

learn 
▪ Working co-operatively within diverse 

teams to achieve group or 
organizational goals 

▪ Independent troubleshooting 
▪ Managing time and making decision 
▪ Develop strategies to solve problems 

▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 
consumption 

▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 

when working with metals 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses when cutting and 

shaping metals 
▪ Favouring the recycling of metallic 

waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy repairing and maintaining the machinery and installations of 

vessels. 
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Naval Maintenance Electrician 
CODE    SBP15  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Maintenance and Repair Electrician perform a wide range of electrical maintenance 
work with demonstrated proficiency. They will be required to install and maintain 
the electrical systems to provide power for machines, equipment, lighting and other 
electrical requirements in accordance with codes, regulations, and safety 
specifications. 

 
EU Level 4 

 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Electricista de Mantenimiento 

 

Électricien d'entretien et de 
réparation 

 
Elektriker für Wartung und 
Reparatur 

 
Huolto- ja korjausasentaja 

 
Electricien voor onderhouds- en 
reparatiewerkzaamheden 

 

• Explaining hydraulics, plumbing, and mechanically operated equipment 

• Interpreting electronic circuits and schematics 

• Calibrating industrial instrumentation and related devices. 

• Using and tunning up appropriate test equipment 

• Analysing, isolating and eliminating errors and faults 

• Explaining the principles, techniques and practices involved in the 
maintenance, repair and alteration of marine electrical and electromechanical 
systems. 

• Detecting, diagnosing and repairing marine electrical systems. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and decision taking phases 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 

• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 

• Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 
 

This professional 
carries out his 

activity in shipyards, 
dedicated to the 

repair and maintain 
vessels. 

▪ Following safety precautions in 
work practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations, 
demonstrating attention to detail 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Meeting commitments and working 
efficiently 

▪ Being involved, driven and 
motivational. 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Working as a member of a team 

demonstrating skills to problem 
solve. 

▪ Creative thinking. 

▪ Favouring energy saving practices 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 

and preventing emissions of 
particles 

▪ Protecting seawater quality by 
retaining solids 

▪ Managing refuses when cutting 
and shaping cables 

▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
generated at work 

▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy repairing and maintaining marine electrical and electromechanical 

systems. 
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Naval Maintenance Welder 
CODE    SBP16  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Maintenance and Repair Welders perform skilled welding tasks including 
maintenance, repair and fabrication welding. They also perform other maintenance 
and repair tasks, as assigned. 

EU Level 4 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Soldador de Mantenimiento 

 

Soudeur de maintenance et de 
réparation 

 
Schweißvorrichtung für Wartung 
und Reparatur 

 

Maahuollon ja korjauksen 
hitsaaja 

 
Lasser voor onderhouds- en 
reparatiewerkzaamheden 

• Explaining blueprints and technical drawings 

• Applying visual thinking 

• Linking tools and materials with tasks. 

• Operating hand and power tools in general. 

• Maintaining tools and equipment in clean and proper working condition. 

• Applying a variety of welding techniques 

• Welding in awkward places and positions 

• Keeping track of executed maintenance and repair tasks 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to decision taking phases 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 

• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 

• Using computer assets for which they have been designed 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 

 
This professional 

carries out his 
activity in shipyards, 

dedicated to the 
repair and maintain 

vessels. 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations. 

▪ Attention to detail and care in all 
undertakings. 

▪ Commitment, flexibility and 
dedication 

▪ Working in teams and organising 
own work independently. 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality. 

▪ Behaving according to ethical code 
of conduct. 

▪ Problem solving. 

▪ Consuming energy in a balanced 
way 

▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
when working on metal treatment 

▪ Protecting seawater by retaining 
solids and cleaning the traces of 
polluting products 

▪ Facilitating the recycling of solid 
metals waste 

▪ Supporting circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you enjoy performing different welding techniques for maintaining and 

repairing vessels in a shipyard. 
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Ship Assembly Supervisor 
CODE    SBP17  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Ship Assembly Supervisors co-lead a team of metal workers and welders with the 
aim of achieving the productivity objectives of that team. Timing and scheduling are 
parts of the tasks. In addition, they do not only signal what needs to be improved, 
but also give follow-ups. 

 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Supervisor de Montaje de 
Barcos 

• Supervising the day-to-day activities of subordinate personnel. 

• Solving problems which arise in planning, prioritising, organising, 
directing/facilitating action and evaluating performance. 

• Managing processes to comply with health, safety and hygiene standards. 

• Leading and guiding employees through a process in which they are taught 
the necessary skills for the perspective job. 

• Inspecting vessels, vessel components, and equipment; ensuring compliance 
with standards and specifications. 

• Supervising staff: Overseeing the selection, training, performance and 
motivation. 

• Reading and comprehending standard blueprints, machine, and process 
drawings. 

• Evaluating the performance of a team of workers and inform superiors. 

• Analysing the need for technical resources. 

• Overseeing production processes and preparing all the resources needed to 
maintain an efficient and continuous flow of production. 

• Reporting on production results to the hierarchy. 

Superviseur de l'assemblage du 
navire 

Bauleiter 

Kokoonpanon työnjohtaja 

Leidinggevende 
Scheepsassemblage 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and decision taking phases 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 

• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
• Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 

 
This professional 

▪ Managing health and safety standards 
▪ Ensuring vessel compliance with 

regulations 
▪ Applying quality standards. 
▪ Supporting cultural diversity 

▪ Ensuring adherence to company polices 
▪ Good communication skills for contacts 

with the team, departments, customers, 
subcontractors etc. 

▪ Making decision and liaising with 
managers 

▪ Taking initiatives and creating solutions to 
problems 

▪ Conduct with integrity. 

▪ Promoting environmental 
awareness 

▪ Caring about superfluous energy 
consumption 

▪ Committed to reducing hazardous 
air pollutants 

▪ Paying attention to the prevention 
of emissions of particles 

▪ Favouring the protection of 
seawater quality by retaining solids 

▪ Encouraging workers to manage 
refuses 

▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

figure usually works 
indoors and 

outdoors shipyards 
and on-board vessels 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you aspire at being a leader of a working team and if you feel comfortable 

evaluating and supervising assembly processes and team performance. 
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WBL Mentor 
CODE    SBP18  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 WBL Mentors manage the mentorship process in its various phases, representing 
the company with professionalism, actively collaborating with the tutor of the VET 
centre and being a constant reference and support when hosting, training and 
assessing, so that the internship period is a positive experience for the, 
professional, personal and social development of the apprentice. 

 
EU Level 5 

 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Instructor 

Instructeur 

Lehrer 

Ohjaaja 

Instructeur 

 

• Preparing the mentorship 
 

• Welcoming the apprentice to the workplace 
 

• Training at the workplace 
 

• Assessing the mentorship activities 
 

• Reflecting and learning about the mentorship 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

• Collaborating with virtual team members 

• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 

• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and decision taking phases 

• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 

• Transferring data into abstract concepts 

• Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 

• Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 

• Using computer assets for which they have been designed 
• Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 

This professional 
figure works in the 

shipyards, teaching, 
mentoring and 

guiding apprentices 

▪ Following safety precautions in 
work practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Being involved, driven and 
motivational. 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Working in teams, communicating 

and interacting with others 
▪ Excellent communication and 

interpersonal skills 
▪ An agile and enquiring mind 

▪ Environmentally aware 
▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 

consumption 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses 
▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you like coaching and mentoring apprentices for supporting their personal, social 

and professional development. 
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Underwater Technician 
CODE    SBP19  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Underwater Operations Technicians carry out underwater and hyperbaric works, 
breathing air and nitrox, and keeping equipment, tools and auxiliary materials in 
use with quality and efficiency required, applying the immersion techniques 
associated with this job. 

 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Técnico subacuático  

• Interpreting information and calculations made for a safe dive. 
• Explaining and complying with the technical specifications. 
• Using air and nitrox, according to the established plan. 
• Carrying out repair, maintenance and refloating operations on underwater 

structures. 
• Carry out underwater cutting and welding operations. 
• Applying decompression protocols in water. 

• Activating the emergency and evacuation plan. 
• Preparing the boat for safe transport. 
• Driving the boat during navigation. 

Technicien sous-marin 

Unterwassertechniker 

Vedenalainen teknikko 

Onderwatertechnicus 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and decision taking phases 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 

▪ Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer for which they have been designed 
▪ Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANWSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 

 
This professional 

▪ Applying protocols and preventive 
measures for occupational risks. 

▪ Applying the techniques with the 
required quality, efficiency. 

▪ Supporting gender equality 
▪ Respecting the autonomy and skill 

of the people involved. 
▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Willingness to learn 
▪ Acting with autonomy, 
▪ Communicating effectively, 

▪ Cooperating or working as a team. 
▪ Responsibly solving incidents. 
▪ Adapting to new work situations 

caused by technological changes. 

▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 
consumption 

▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 

when working with metals 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses when cutting 

and shaping metals 
▪ Favouring the recycling of metallic 

waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

figure works below 
surface of water, 

using surface 
supplied diving 

equipment. 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you like carrying out underwater repair and maintenance operations on marine 

structures. 
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Offshore Technician 
CODE    SBP20  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Offshore Operations Technicians perform preventative maintenance, diagnosis and 
repair of mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic components of manufacturing 
equipment and machinery. They install updated equipment and provide 
suggestions for continuous process improvement and efficiency. 

 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Técnico Offshore 

Technicien offshore 

Offshore-Techniker 

Offshore-teknikko 

Offshore-technicus 

▪ Assembling, disassembling and testing various tools and assemblies for 
onshore and offshore surface and subsea applications. 

▪ Reviewing project instructions and blueprints to ascertain procedures, 
objectives, test equipment, nature of technical problem, and possible 
solutions such as part redesign, substitution of material or parts or 
rearrangement of parts. 

▪ Repairing mechanical components or assemblies such as industrial equipment 
and machinery, power equipment and machine tools. 

▪ Setting up and conducting tests of complete units and components under 
operational conditions to investigate design proposals for improving 
equipment performance or other factors. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and decision taking phases 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 

▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 
▪ Acting in a secure way with ICT Devices 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Using computer for which they have been designed 
▪ Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 
 
 
 

 
This professional 
figure works on 

offshore installations 

▪ Applying protocols and preventive 
measures for occupational risks. 

▪ Applying the techniques with the 
required quality and efficiency. 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Respecting the autonomy and skill 
of the people involved. 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Willingness to learn 
▪ Acting with autonomy, developing 

the assigned work. 

▪ Communicating effectively. 
▪ Cooperating with colleagues. 
▪ Responsibly solving incidents. 
▪ Adapting to new work situations. 

▪ Environmentally aware 
▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 

consumption 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses 
▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you are fit for physically demanding tasks and enjoy working with hands and 

power tools on offshore platforms. 
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Mechatronics Technician 
CODE    SBP21  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

Naval Mechatronics Technicians configure and optimize industrial mechatronic 
systems and plans, supervise and execute their assembly and maintenance. EU Level 5 

 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Técnico en Mecatrónica • Assembling and dismantling mechanical systems. 

• Configures and assembles pneumatic/electropneumatic and 
hydraulic/electro-hydraulic automatisms. 

• Assembling power supply installations and associated electro-technical 
automatisms. 

• Performing machining operations, relating the procedures with the final 
product. 

• Handling machine tools for stock removal and operating with oxygen and 
electrode welding equipment. 

• Drawing and interpreting mechanical products. 
• Configuring, assembling or modifying, programming and starting up the 

system. 
• Elaborating the documentation of the configuration of a mechatronic system. 
• Preparing installation and maintenance plans, applying programming 

techniques, and establishing procedures for monitoring the implementation. 
• Starting up mechatronic systems, integrating different technologies. 
• Simulating complex mechatronic processes, integrating subsystems and 

analysing their operation. 

Mécatronicien Naval 

Mechatroniker 

Mekatroniikan teknikko 

Mechatronicus 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 ▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and decision taking phases 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 
▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 

▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 
▪ Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 ▪ Applying strict safety regulation and ▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 
consumption 

▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles when 

working with metals 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses when cutting and 

shaping metals 
▪ Favouring the recycling of metallic 

waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 quality standards. 
▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 

 gender equality 
▪ Commitment, flexibility and ability to 

This profession is 
practiced in 

workshops and on- 
board vessels. 

work under pressure 
▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Willingness to learn 
▪ A teamplayer with great 

communication skills 

▪ Managing time and making decision 
▪ Develop original solutions to problems 
▪ Analytical and creative thinking skills. 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you want to acquire experience in marine and offshore industries and enjoy 

mechatronics development environment. 
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IoT Technician 
CODE    SBP22  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 IoT Experts develop, implement and maintain multiplatform computer applications, 
using specific technologies and development environments, guaranteeing secure 
access to data. 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Técnico en IoT • Identifying components and characteristics of computer systems 

• Planning processes and integrating technical documentation 

• Using graphic tools and assessing needs. 

• Assessing the usefulness of management systems and their functions. 

• Defining structures and characteristics of databases. 

• Using the possibilities of the management system. 

• Applying object-oriented programming fundamentals. Interpreting code 
snippets. 

• Analysing and interpreting code snippets 

• Carrying out import, integration, assurance and information extraction tasks. 

• Analysing characteristics that act in the start-up of integrated environments 

• Identifying fields of use and connection mechanisms 

• Using specific and functional graphic tools, adapting code. 

• Evaluating features and capabilities of mobile devices 

• Using 2D and 3D game engines. 

• Applying parallel principles and specific libraries of the programming 
language. 
Identifying different ERP-CRM options and modules 

Technicien IoT 

IoT-Techniker 

IoT-teknikko 

IoT-technicus 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 ▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking phase 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 

▪ Cleaning and maintaining the ICT devices adequately 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 
▪ Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 
▪ Avoiding unauthorised persons to use the systems under his/her responsibility 
▪ Applying the protocol for cyber incidents 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 ▪ Following safety precautions in work 
practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Meeting commitments and working 
efficiently 

▪ Being involved, driven and 
motivational. 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Working in teams, communicating and 

interacting with others 
▪ Problem solving 

▪ Environmentally aware 
▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 

This professional 
figure works in the 

consumption 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

computing area of 
the company for 

data management 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses 
▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

and network  

infrastructure.  

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you like to work with IoT communications devices and networks. 
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Big Data Expert 
CODE    SBP23  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Big Data Experts work on the collecting, storing, processing and analysing of huge 
sets of data. The primary focus is on choosing optimal solutions to use for these 
purposes, maintaining, implementing and monitoring them. 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Experto en Big Data • Displaying analytical ability for evaluating business needs. 

• Reviewing projects planning and defining technical requirements. 
• Working closely with Big Data architecture to set the strategic direction. 
• Performing tasks such as writing scripts, web scraping, calling APIs or SQL 

queries, etc. 

• Interpreting technical texts and creating database diagrams. 
• Applying Big Data technology and distributed systems applications. 
• Integrating own work into the shipyard’s production systems. 
• Collecting, analysing and storing large data sets. 

• Supporting business strategic decision-making with ad hoc analysis as needed. 
• Writing specifications for database backups. 
• Keeping data separated and secure across national boundaries. 

Developing automated migration methods. 

Expert Big Data 

Big Data-Experte 

Big Data -asiantuntija 

Big Data-expert 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 

 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interacting with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions 
▪ Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 

▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 
▪ Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 
▪ Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 

▪ Avoiding unauthorised persons to use the systems under his/her responsibility 
▪ Applying the protocol for cyber incidents 
▪ Using appropriate form, channels and pathways to report cyber incidents 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 ▪ Following safety precautions in 
work practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Meeting commitments and 
working efficiently 

▪ Being involved, driven and 
motivational. 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Working in teams, interacting with 

others 
▪ Troubleshooting and problem 

solving 

▪ Environmentally aware 
▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 

 
This professional 

figure works in the 
computing area of 
the company for 

consumption 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses 
▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

data management  

and network  

infrastructure.  

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you are eager to implement Big Data technology and distributed systems 

applications. 
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Cloud Computing Expert 
 

CODE    SBP24  JOB DESCRIPTION 
 Cloud Computing Experts install and configure, monitor and maintain applications 

servers to meet the company’s needs and maximize system performance, 
availability and security of all hosted systems. 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Experto en Cloud 
Computing 

 

Expert en Cloud 
Computing 

 

Cloud Computing-Experte 
 

Pilvilaskennan 
asiantuntija 

 

Cloud computing-expert 

• Understanding the architecture of the Cloud solution. 

• Planning the Cloud architecture implementation. 

• Applying different software and operating systems: AWS, Azure technologies, 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, Google Cloud Platform, etc. 

• Performing daily system administration tasks to verify that systems are running. 

• Implementing Cloud architecture components, software and networking. 

• Automating infrastructure migrations to Cloud environments. 

• Monitoring and troubleshooting application issues to ensure availability, optimal 

performance and system responsiveness. 

• Getting feedback from users about Cloud usage. 

• Improving infrastructure operations through better use of monitoring, cloud 

coding and scripting best practices. 

• Tracking record of implementing services and production environments. 

• Assisting others on specific aspects of the defined Cloud processes. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 
 

 

 

▪ Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 

▪ Collaborating with virtual team members 
▪ Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
▪ Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking phase 
▪ Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
▪ Transferring data into abstract concepts 
▪ Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
▪ Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 
▪ Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 
▪ Avoiding unauthorised persons to use the systems under his/her responsibility 
▪ Applying the protocol for cyber incidents 
▪ Using appropriate form, channels and pathways to report cyber incidents 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 

 
This professional 

figure works in the 
computing area of 
the company for 

data management 
and network 

infrastructure. 

▪ Following safety precautions in work 
practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Meeting commitments and working 
efficiently 

▪ Being involved, driven and 
motivational. 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Working in teams, communicating and 

interacting with others 
▪ Problem solving 

▪ Environmentally aware 
▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 

consumption 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 

▪ Managing refuses 
▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you desire to work, learn and grow in the ICT field. 
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Virtual Reality Expert 
CODE    SBP25  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality Experts design, implement, and support the 
network to include installation, maintenance, security, and day-to-day monitoring 
of virtual infrastructure. 

EU Level 5 
 

OTHER NAMES KEY TECHNICAL SKILLS - He/She evidences skills for: 
Experto en Realidad Virtual 

Expert en réalité virtuelle 

Experte für virtuelle Realität 

Virtuaalitodellisuuden 
asiantuntija 

 

Virtual Reality-expert 

• Writing well-designed, innovative and efficient code. 

• Facilitating increased business efficiency and optimising costs of operations. 

• Involving senior leaders, including coordinating multiple VR/AR applications. 

• Balancing and prioritizing work. 

• Experiencing with virtualization concepts, virtual and storage networking 
protocols. 

• Utilising best practices for mixed reality capabilities. 

• Correcting errors by making the appropriate changes. 

• Resolving technical incidents at the implementation of VR/AR programs. 

• Applying virtualization concepts, virtual and storage networking protocols. 

• Consulting with and assisting system analysts or computer operators to 
address problems in the functioning of VR/AR programs. 

• Communicating technical information to non-technical users clearly. 

• Serving as a subject matter expert to others seeking to utilise VR/AR 
technologies. 

SKILLS FOR 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITALISATION 

 

• Acting as a digital native, displaying ICT foundation knowledge 
• Collaborating with virtual team members 
• Interact with ICT devices and feed applications with the requested data 
• Capturing and analysing data to get to conclusions and to a decision taking phase 
• Basic troubleshooting and malfunctions detecting 
• Filtering ICT information to improve knowledge 
• Transferring data into abstract concepts 
• Applying recognized good practices for job performance 
• Ensuring the security of the systems under his/her responsibility 
• Avoiding taking pictures of companies’ infrastructures 

• Avoiding unauthorised persons to use the systems under his/her responsibility 
• Applying the protocol for cyber incidents 
• Using appropriate form, channels and pathways to report cyber incidents 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS GREEN SKILLS 

 

 
This professional 

figure works in the 
computing area of 
the company for 

data management 
and network 

infrastructure. 

▪ Following safety precautions in work 
practices 

▪ Applying quality standards and 
complying with regulations 

▪ Supporting cultural diversity and 
gender equality 

▪ Meeting commitments and working 
efficiently 

▪ Being involved, driven and 
motivational. 

▪ Following ethical code of conduct 
▪ Working in teams and interacting with 

others 
▪ Troubleshooting and problem solving. 

▪ Environmentally aware 
▪ Avoiding superfluous energy 

consumption 
▪ Reducing hazardous air pollutants 
▪ Preventing emissions of particles 
▪ Protecting seawater quality by 

retaining solids 
▪ Managing refuses 
▪ Favouring the recycling of waste 
▪ Supporting Circular Economy 

 THE JOB IS YOURS 
 If you wish to be part of a team creating virtual environments for the shipbuilding 

industry. 



 

Info on USWE Project 

The rapid technological 
change and the 4th industrial 
revolution are bringing huge 
opportunities to the industry 
but also several challenges. 

 
The uptake of 4.0 
technologies is changing the 
work environment, will lead 
to new occupations and 
require new skills and 
competencies along the 
entire supply chain. 

 
In order to support the 
sector in this transition, the 
European Social Partners 
carried out this project 
together with VET providers. 

 

The USWE project looked at 
the impact of the Industry 
4.0 technologies in the 
workplace, detected new 
occupations and identified 
skills gaps and needs related 
to specific occupations. 

 
The project has set up the 
basis for the design of 
necessary training and 
education to help industry 
and workers bridge those 
identified gaps. 

Background information about USWE Project 

This booklet is a deliverable of USWE project, co-funded 
by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union 
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